2020 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Top Scholarships:

$10,000 Scholarships

ACEC New York Merit Scholarship – Robert Winton, Columbia University
ACEC New York Merit Scholarship – Nadia Itani, Manhattan College

$5,000 Scholarships

WSP USA Scholarship – Michaela Tangredi, Clarkson University
STV Group Scholarship – Jeremy Capuder, Manhattan College

$2,500 Scholarships

ACEC New York Eastern Region Scholarship – Henry Klee, Clarkson University
Pennoni Scholarship – Natalia Dorogi, Columbia University
Thornton Tomasetti Scholarship – Lucas Grafals, Columbia University*
AKF Group Scholarship – Virginia Jiang, Columbia University
Mueser Rutledge Consulting Engineers Scholarship – Anne Loeliger, Columbia University
Langan Scholarship In memory of Maria Isabel Ramirez (09-11-01) – Meryl Winicov, Columbia University
Syska Hennessy Group Scholarship – Katrina Wong, Columbia University
Erich Arcement Creative Consulting Scholarship – Konstantinos Konstantinidis, Cooper Union
Loring Consulting Engineers Scholarship – Ching Laam (Candice) Yuen, Cooper Union*
Dagher Engineering Scholarship – Wasif Zaman, CUNY
HDR Scholarship – Kerry Brosnan, Manhattan College
Sam Schwartz Engineering Scholarship – Robert Del Prete, Manhattan College
Stantec Scholarship – Danielle DeSimone, Manhattan College
Hazen and Sawyer Scholarship – Alyssa Hirani, Manhattan College
ACEC New York Long Island Region Scholarship – Grace Stackowitz, Manhattan College*
ACEC New York Western Region Scholarship – Rachel Foertech, Manhattan College
M-E Engineers Scholarship – Daniel Celic, RPI*
Jaros, Baum & Bolles Scholarship – Michele Chen, Stony Brook*
VHB Scholarship – Patrick Phillips, University of Rochester
Risk Strategies Scholarship – Alec Tapia, University of Rochester

(*ACE Mentor alumni)